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Abstract
We consider the problem of dynamically reorganizing a linear list when the list is
subject to a random number of requests during a unit time interval. Three different
heuristics are considered in which the selected items are moved to the front of the list in
random order. the same order and finally the opposite order to the previous one. We
find the eigenvalues and their multiplicities for the corresponding transition probability
matrices. These arc given in terms of the weights representing the probability of selec-
tion of tile individual items. The methods employed arc purely algebraic, being based on
properties of permutations, and so our results arc valid fOf arbitrary complex
weights. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inco All rights reserved.
A1\1S classific-nion: 15A 18: 60K35
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1. Introduction
Self-organizing data structures, which dynamically maintain a file of records
in easily retrievable order, have been investigated by probability theorists and
computer scientists for more than 30 years; see Refs. [5, I0]. Such self-orga-
nizing systems have been applied to problems in very large-scale integration
circuit simulation, data compression and communication networks.
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Suppose we: have a set of N records, BI , B2, • , '1 HN; for example, items of
data in a computer, A frequently employed data structure for this is a list that
is ordered linearly, say from "front" to "back", When a record is requested,
the list is searched sequentially from front to back until the desired item is
located, Usually, the cost of meeting a request is taken to be the number of
records examined to search the requested record.
In most of the literature on the subject it is assumed that the requests are
statistically independent, the record B, is requested with probability Pi
(i == ',2, ... ,N), where L~Pi == I. It is easy to sec that the optimal order --
optimal in the sense of minimizing the expected search cost - in which to ar
range the items is from front to back in decreasing order of thr. Pi'S, However,
typically the probabilities, that is, the long-run request frequencies, are un-
known. One therefore uses a mechanism, after each access, so that the fre-
quently accessed records tend to gravitate towards the front of the list. A
frequently used and -:l ; ~ a l ysed scheme is the move-to..front scheme in which the
requested item is moved to the front 0.1' tile list. The successive configurations of
the items form a Markov chain whose state space is the group of permutations
of the B/s, or more simply of the i's, with a transition probability matrix
(t.p.m.) Q. For example, for the case N = 3,
123 132 213 231 312 321
123 PI 0 P2 0 P3 0
132 0 PI P2 0 P3 0
Q == 213 PI 0 P2 0 0 ]J.l
231 PI 0 0 P2 0 P3
312 0 PI 0 P2 P3 0
321 0 PI 0 P2 0 P3
Most of the attention in the computer science literature has been devoted to
consideration of the long-run expected search cost, primarily to compare this
scheme with other similar schemes: see Refs. [1-3,9]. However, it was soon
realized that for a detailed analysis of the scheme, and in particular for the
study of the rate of convergence to the stationary distribution of the configu-
ration, it was necessary to obtain the spectral structure of the matrix Q. Pha-
tarfod [6], using probability arguments, showed that the eigenvalues of Qare of
the form Pi,Pi +Pj,Pi +Pi +Pill' , . ,PI +IJ:. +...+PN == I excluding the case
where the summation is over N - I items, and that the multiplicity of the ei-
genvalues of t.he form ~Pi" where the summation is over in elements, is the
number of derangements, D(.N ~ m) of N - m items,
Lam et a1. r~t] -considered the situation where the request sequence is a
Markov chain with f p.m, P == (Pi))' 1~i,j~N. Phatarfod et al, [7J showed
that the interesting r,r,>pertics of the eigenvalues and their multiplicities in the
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independent request case above extended to this case. More importantly, they
showed that the Pu - and inter alia the Pi in the independent requests case -
need not be probabilities but can be arbitrary complex numbers. That is, what
matters is the way Q is constructed from P.
More recently, Valiveti et al, [11] proposed the situation where the request
during a unit time inff?rvn' is not for just a single item but for any subset of the
list. Again, there is the assumption that the requests are independent. However,
in this case Pi represents the probability that B, belongs to the requested subset
so that in general L)~-..IPi i= I. Valiveti ct al. proposed returning the request set
to the front of the list in random order. We will refer to this as the random order
(multi-request move to the front) heuristic. Two modifications that we will also
study arc where the request sci is returned to the front of the list firstly in the
same order and secondly in the opposite order 10 4.he previous one. These are
the same order and opposite order heuristics.
In all of the situations described above, the successive configurations of the
list of items form a Markov chain whose state space is the set of permutations
of the items.
In Ref. [81 we investigated these three multi-request heuristics for small
values of N. Using probability arguments and the assumption 0 <Pj < 1 for
each t. it was shown that the eigenvalues are sums and differences of products
of the Pt- In the present paper we obtain the eigenvalues for arbitrary N with a
proof that is purely algebraic. This permits the Pi to be replaced by arbitrary
complex numbers and also reveals the multiplicities of the eigenvalues.
2. Preliminaries
We will denote by QR, Qs and Qo the transition matrices for the random
order, same order and opposite order heuristics, respectively. These are N! by
N! matrices indexed by the elements a == ((f( 1) ,0'(2), . . . ,a(N)) of the group SN
of permutations of the set .IV' == {I. 2, ... ,N}. For brevity we will refer to the
heuristic X where X == R, S or O.
LetPj be an arbitrary complex number for 1~ j ~ N. Given a subset W C ..tV
define Pw == fLEWPj and p", == njEW( 1 - Pj). More generally, if T ==
(T" T2, ... , Td E ,/Vk define Pr == rr~=.,p7j and Pr == nJ--:Ijj'1j' Denoting the
complement of W in ,.Al· by W' == ,AI' \ W, we assign the weight PWPWI to the act
of selecting the set of items {B/ JEW}.
Suppose for the moment that Pi is interpreted as the probability that a se..
lection or request set contains item Bj • If requests are independent events and
W C V C o/V~ then PWPV\W is the probability of selecting the items indexed by
11' "{rom those indexed by V. Hence
(2.1 )
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As th.s identity depends only on the distributive and associative properties of
the Pj, it remains valid for arbitrary complex Pi'
Given an heuristic X, each T =: (T] ~ T11••• ,Tk ) in ,f'k determines one or
1110re 1110ve to the rront procedures on permutations (J E S)\'. For this the ele-
ments of (J from TI are moved to the front, then those from T1, and so on. Each
time the relative ordering of the elements moved is made random, kept the
same or made opposite the previous ordering depending on whether X =: R, S
or O. The number of permutations (1 that return to a following this procedure
will be denoted rl.x(T). Such a procedure will also be referred to as a path and
to it we attach the weight Pr(T) where
PIl ( T) :::: (I TII![ T11!.. ·17AI!)-'PrfJT" (2.2)
(2.3)
We can now define the matrices Qx explicitly. Take n, a E SN. Let 1/',\ (1r, a)
be the collection of subsets UI of "f' such that (J can be obtained from 17: by
removing from 17: the clements of lf~ permuting, preserving or reversing their
relative orders in r: depending on whether X = R, S or 0, respectively; and
replacing these e~ ..:I~_..:nts in the new order at the front of n. We have
9x(n, tT) = L 1\(1'11 ) ,
II'E 'II ·.d n.f1)
3. Combinatorics
(2.4)
The goal of this section is to determine S0J11e relationships for the numbers
r:t.x(T).
Proposition 3.1. For T = (T1, ••• , Tk ) E . r k we have
~R(T) == (N - IT1 U ... u 7k J)!1 Td! ... 171.-11.
Proof. Let ~k = 1k and for I ~j ~ k - I let Jj == 7j \ U~"'-j+1 7;. Then f!j U ... U
~ == T1 U ... u nand the 1) are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, when the elements
of a permutation a in T, are moved to the front and placed in some order the
elements of 1") have their relative positions finalized. The number of possible
permutations r of TJ U... UTk at the conclusion of this process is J lJj II ... I~I!.
Starting with any such permutation r there are /T1P/If'J I! ... I1kl!/IJil! paths
from t to t The elements of "v \ (T1 U ... u 7k) remain untouched in a move
to the front procedure determined by T, and so these elements are in
arbitrary order at the end of any perrnutation a of "v which returns to (J.
JlenceClR(T) == (I f'J I! .. ·1 JtkI!)(ITII!/J JIll! .. ·17kl!/1 J11!)(N -IT1 U. · . u 1k1)! which
proves the proposition,
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To find the expressions we need for Ll.s(T) and Ll.o( T) is a little harder. Firstly
we consider partitions A = {A I, ... ,Alii} of subsets V of ..-f . So A I U ... L: ,4", :=
V and the A; are non-empty and pairwise disjoint. We define
11/
fJ(A) = II(IAil - I)!
i -· I
The set .j'>( V) of all such partitions A is partially ordered by the relation B~ A if
B is a refinement of A. We write .1'(. V) = .!J and say that a partition A ::::
{A I, .... Am} in .1' is subordinate to a kNlup!e T := (TI, ... , Td E . r'k if for all ;,1'
either Ai C '0 or Ai n T; = 0. For each T E . j'k there is a unique maximal
partition A subordinate to T. We write A = a(T). For example, if N := 6 and
T= ({1~2,3}, {2,3}, {1.4,5}) then a(T) = {{I}, {2,3} , {4,5L {6}}.
Now each permutation a E SN can be represented uniquely, up to ordering,
as a product of disjoint cycles. If Ah ... ,Am are the sets of elements in the
respective cycles of a then A=:{AI , ... , Am} is a partition of "1" called the cycle
partition of (J. Since there arc (IAjl- I)! cycles obtainable from the elements of
Ai' the total number of permutations (J with cycle partition A is {J(A). Hence
L trIE.1'fJ(A) == N! and from this it follows that
L fJ(l1) == IVI!
IIE.:!"'( 1')
(3.1 )
Consider now the same order move to front procedure on a permutation (J
determined by a k.. tuple T == (Tj, ... , Tk ) E ,:t',k. If a(T) = {All'" ,Am} is the
maximal partition of . J'~ subordinate to T, then the elements of (J in a given
component Aj retain their relative ordering throughout the procedure. In fact,
a(T) is the maximal partition with this property. On the other hand, the rel-
ative orderings in a of elements of two different components Ai,Aj are com-
pletely determined by the last T, which contains one of these components and
not the other. Hence
11/
rJ.s (T) == L jAi l!
j ",,1
(3.2)
Note also that each refinement B of a(T) is obtained by partitioning the
components Aj of a(T) and so from Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) we obtain the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.
Cf.s(T) = L #(8).
nE.~
B~u(T)
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Finally we cr-nsidcr the opposite order heuristic. Let T == (T1, ••• , Tk ) E .,i',.k
have maximal subordinate partition a(T) == {AI, ... ,Am} and set aj(T) ==
l{i:A; C 7j}1 for 1~j~m. Let DAT) == I if oj(T) is even or if jA;1 == I and
/;j(T) == 0 otherwise. Set D(T) == n,;::I/~j(T). It follows that
rio( T) == 1:( T)a.s (T). (3.3)
Given a permutation T of a subset V of .A .., let C == {C1, ••• , en} be its
cycle partition. The number i'(C) == n;'-I (_l)lc/l+ I is the parity of r. F,oI' a
partition IJ == {B1, ••• ,8'1} of. t' which is subordinate to T == (TI , ••• \ 0.) E . Vk
we define
Proposition 3.3. For each T E ..f··k H'e have
'J.o(T):= L fJ(B)}'(B, T).
IJE.-'/'
/J ((/( T)
Proof. Let B == {B I , ... , BII } E ~¥ with B~ a(T) == {AI,'" ,Am}' Then !J ==
Bl l ) U ... U arm) where BU) E ;"!I'(Aj ) . So
k
)'(8, T) == IT II (-I )11111 1,1
j:d 1://, c; T,
( ) "/(T)
= i) III (_1)18d+1
./-1 \I.B,C;;A,
m
:::: ITi
'(B(J) r'1( 7') .
j;--I
Hence,
IIIL fJ(B)y(B, T) == L IIIJ(BU))y(lJU)t1(T)
BE. I' BE,~ j:::-.I
B (, a(n lJ '( a( T)
111
=: II L (J(BU))y(Blnti(T).
j= I BUlE."(Aj)
Now, if l;j(T) = I~ that is, oj(T) is even or IAjl := 1, then by Eq. (3.1) this last
sum is IAjl!. Otherwise, ytBUJtj(T) == y(Bli)) and this last sum counts the number
of even permutations of Aj less the number of odd permutations, namely O. So
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IIIL [J(llh'(lJ l T) == IIt:j( T) IAil!
/J(.'1 j 1
/J ~: ; lI(r,
== 1:(T)Cl.s(T) by (3.2)
== fJ.o{ T) by (3.3)
which proves the proposition.
4. Eigenvalues
In this section we obtain the eigenvalues of the matrices Qx for X ::= R, S or
o together with their algebraic multiplicities. For a non-negative integer n let
D(n)\ as before, denote the number of derangements of n items, and for a set H'
let Dur) = D(pf I).
Theorem 4.1.
tr(g;~) == L D(H/)p~,. k == 0,1,2, ....
11'<:;, I '
Proof. For k ::::. a the result is known and for k ~ 1,
tr(Qt) = L~l((jl rr)
'TESs
== L ~R(T)Pu(T)
TE,I 'A
== L (N -IT1 U ... U T"i)!PrPT
'
by (2.2) and Proposition 3.1
TE,I 'A
== L L (N - IUI)!PrPT1
vc;.. I ' TE, I ,4
1'1 u ...u7,( :: U
== L L(N -IUI)!( -I )IUI-,jI'l
U~.I 'I'~U
L PrPT'
TE.l ,~
rlu... lj'J~ ~y
by inclusion-exclusion
= f~I'~~)N -IUI)!( _l)IUHI'I (~,PII'PlV.)k
== L L (N -IVI-IYI)!(-1 )P'I pt" by (2.1)
V~.I·r~,I '\V
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N-'WI( N-IVI)
= 10k j (N -IVI-j)!(-I)ip~.,
== L D(N - IVl)p}./
/"C,I '
== L D( 11' )p~, .
we. I .
Corollary 4.2. The 1111111hel's i./l( IY) == p"., [or 11' ~ . I ', IH'I ~ I. life the
e(f?f.lIll.'a!ues of Qu. Tile algebraic multlplicity o] (/11 eigcncatu: t. (~I' Qu is
a( i. ~ QR) = 2:W:i..PII ' D( 'V).
Theorem 4.3.
tr(~.) :::::
III ~L 1/(8)IT (PHJ +Pu,)
IJ(. 'i' .i I
IL {/J, .....IJm l
[or k ::::: 0, 1,2, ...
Proof. For k == 0 sec (3.1) and for k ~ I.
tr(Q~.) == L~~(a , a)
(1 ES::
== L (,(s( T)Ps(T)
TE.I , ~
== L L {J(B)PrPr by (2.3) and Proposition 3.2
TE. I '~ lJE.'I'
IJ <a( 7'l
== L L. fJ(B)PrPT'
BE.tJ t c. 1" .
a(T) ~ .'1
" Iib {f( if) (U (Pill +Pil,) )
II:- !lJI ....,/Jml
Corollary 4.4. The numbers ;.,\'(B) == I1;~:-t(Pf1J +PIl),jC),. B = {B" . . . ,Bm } E :1J,
life the eigcnoalues of Qs. The algebraic multiplicity o] an eigenvalue ;. of Qs is
a(/.,Qs) == L {J(8)
BE.'!
i.,\' (IJ)'·,i.
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Theorem 4.5.
m kL (J(B)n(PIJ; - (-I )11J1IplJ,)
IJE! .i I
IJ IlJ r .. ".Ilmf
for k = 01 1,2, ....
Proof. For k == () sec Eq. (3.1) and for k ;?: L
tr(o;)) == LQ;)(a,a)
fl( s,\'
= L C((}( T)Po(T)
7'(. 1'(
= ~~ L (I(B)i'(B. T)PrPr
'
by (2.3) and Proposition 3.3
r(.l·~ /Jet!
IJ'~ a( T)
=T~' ~ {/(B)n[ur.(-I)"ill;}r.PTI,
ll::.: 1I( n
= ~fl(B) T~' nClt(-I)1/1il,Jpo,) CU/'il)
a(7') ) /l
Corollary 4.6. Tire numbers ;.o(B) = rl~~~, O)u, - (_l)llIill.l pll,), for
B = {B" ... ,Bm } E :!/" arc the eigenvalues of Qo. The algebraic multtpticity of
all eigenvalue ). (~lQo is
a()., Qo) = L (J(B)
HE.fJ
i,oW)c-:;'
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